Creativity in the Special Education Classroom:
Everyone Can Be a Creative Thinker
My Project:

• The Curriculum
• The Word Cloud
• The Video
• Using Sources and Principles to Write a Blog Entry for Wikia
• The Complete Wikia
The Curriculum

- What is Creativity?...What went wrong?
- The Creativity Scattegories Game
- The ABC’s of Creativity
- Making Words and Finding Images
- Video
Making the Word Cloud
Example of Student’s Work
Using Sources and Principles to Write a Blog Entry for Wikia

The Research Sources

Do Schools Kill Creativity? | Sir Ken Robinson | TED Talks

https://youtu.be/iG9CE55wbtY


http://web.a.ebscohost.com.ezproxy.lib.umb.edu/ehost/command/detail?sid=d1b3aa4e-5453-417f-ac0d-8b4481%40smgr4003&vid=10&hid=4209


The Key Principles

Everyone is Creative when Nurtured by Positivity

Creativity is Process of Original Thinking that has Value

Creativity is not Just Artsy

Creativity is Overcoming Constraints

Creativity is to Being Courageous

Creativity is Embracing your Inner Child

Creativity is New Ideas to Old Experiences

Creativity is the Analytical use of the Illogical Information